PCACS is conducting all the NSS activities under the guidance of Prof. Shabab Rizvi. NSS is the platform where students serve the society and brings happiness and smiles on many faces. So it’s not simply an association or a formality for a college but it’s a reason to inculcate some values and ethics in the students for their duty towards the society.

Enrollment for the academic year (2015-16)

- NSS started the year with enrollment of students as NSS volunteers for the academic year 2015-16 from Bachelor of Commerce and Bachelor of Commerce (Financial Markets) on 16th June, 2015.

MEGA HEALTH CHECK UP ASSISTANCE BY NSS UNIT AT BARNES COLLEGE

- NSS volunteers are youngsters of Pillai College of Arts, Commerce and Science, (New Panvel) who develop among themselves a sense of social and civic duty and employ their knowledge in finding realistic solution to person and community problems. For this they conduct various visits and interaction to reach out rural areas. One such visit was to Barns College New Panvel on 18th and 19th June 2015. A general health check-up camp was held. NSS volunteers assisted team of doctors. Their aim was to reach sixty thousand women.
- The camp proved to be a great help to villagers.

YOGA TRAINING SESSION HELD AT PILLAI COLLEGE

- Yoga connects the mind and body and bring harmony in an individual. It plays an important role in stress management.
- NSS Cell of Pillai College of Arts, Commerce and Science (PCACS), New Panvel, had organized “YOGA TRAINING SESSION “on 20th June, 2015, from 8:30 am under the guidance of Mr P.K. Bhardwaj in the Dr. K.M. Vasudevan Pillai Campus Basically to bring awareness about Yoga amongst the students, teachers and non-teaching staff of the college.
- The camp was very informative as it they provided information regarding
  - Yoga and health
  - Role of Yoga in sports
  - Role of Yoga in life threatening Epidemics
  - Yoga & Mental health
  - Asanas & their role in Physical and Mental Fitness
PULSE POLIO DRIVE BY NSS UNIT
- With a global initiative of eradication of polio in 1988, the Pulse polio programme was launched in India in 1995. Children under the age group of 0-5 administered polio drops.
- NSS volunteers of Pillai College of Arts, Commerce and Science, New Panvel, conducted a “PULSE POLIO DRIVE” in Panvel area from 21st June to 25th June. Thirty students helped for the success of this drive.
- It was a good experience for our students.

TREE PLANTATION DRIVE BY NSS UNIT
- The future will be either green or not exist at all. How’s that? The truth lies at the heart of humankind’s most pressing challenge, namely, to learn to live in harmony with Mother Earth on genuinely sustainable basics.
- Working towards this noble cause, the NSS Unit of Pillai College of Arts, Commerce and Science, New Panvel organized “TREE PLANTATION DRIVE” at Rohijan Village in Panvel on 1st July’15.
- More than hundred saplings were planted by our students. The main aim was agroforestry. To grow fruit-bearing plants on fields to provide additional income to farmers, thereby helping in environment conservation and rural development. The aim was easily fulfilled because of enthusiasm and energy that students put in. The villagers now are taking care of the saplings.

LEPROSY AWARENESS CAMP HELD AT PILLAI COLLEGE
- NSS Cell of Pillai College of Arts, Commerce and Science (PCACS), New Panvel, had organized Leprosy Education, Rehabilitation and Treatment Campaign by an NGO ALERT - INDIA on 7th July 2015, Tuesday. India has the maximum number of leprosy patients, so it can be overcome by educating people and also Leprosy is one of the most least dangerous among communicable diseases, hence it is easy to treat it if infected. Hence NSS cell of Pillai college took the initiative to educate pupils by organizing leprosy education program which enlightened almost 550 students, the prime focus of this program was to focus on the causes of leprosy, signs and symptoms and how to overcome it by simple and effective treatment. ALERT - INDIA is a NGO (Non profit organization), they distributed donor card to every student to collect voluntarily whatever amount from people willing to help and then they spends the entire money on the treatment and rehabilitation of the patients. Pillai college has set the record even in the academic year 2014-2015 by collecting 70,000 INR and donating it to ALERT - INDIA.
- This consecrate event was possible by the immense support by from NSS teacher and students committee.
NSS PLANNING FOR THE 2015-2016 HELD AT PILLAI COLLEGE, NEW PANVEL

- NSS Cell, Mumbai University and Pillai College of Arts, Commerce and Science (PCACS), New Panvel, had organized NSS Planning Session for the Academic year 2015-2016 for all the colleges across Raigad district on 8th July 2015, Wednesday.
- The college warmly welcomed 44 program officers who had participated from 33 different colleges across Raigad district. The planning session was divided into 4 sections following Inauguration ceremony by the honorable guests and resource persons: Prof. B.S. Bidve (NSS PC, University of Mumbai), Prof. Anis Choudhery (NSS Co-coordinator, NSS cell, University of Mumbai), Dr. S.R. Kanhekar (NSS District coordinator, Raigad), Mr. Ramesh Deokar (NSS Program Officer, NSS cell, University of Mumbai), Dr. S.D. Tupare, Dr. B.G. Rajbhoj, Prof. V.M. Thigale (NSS Area Coordinator, Raigad).
- The incident topic discussed by the resource person and participants were: Enrollment and strength allocation of each college, Yuva Diwas, Women empowerment Programme Avhan - Disaster preparedness camp, Utkarsh - Social-cultural festival, SRD/ NRD selection camp, LTP camp, ANIS training workshop, District and University level theme based workshop, Tree plantation, HIV Awareness, Human rights, Rights to information, Blood group checking, Blood donation, Hemoglobin checking, Rubella Vaccination camp, Eye & Dental checkup, Swaach Bharat Mission program adopted villages, Road safety program, Police Aapla Mitra program and so on.
- This commemorative event would not be possible without the efforts from Prof. Shabab Rizvi (Chief NSS program officer), Prof. Shardul, Aditya, Bhakti , Bhavna, Kumudini, Ruchika, Pooja, Shivani, Asma and the NSS students committee.

DENTAL CHECKUP HELD AT PILLAI COLLEGE BY NSS UNIT

- NSS Cell of Pillai College of Arts, Commerce and Science (PCACS), New Panvel, had organized free dental check-up camp on 15th July 2015, Wednesday from 10am to 1 pm. Dr. Rajan Yadav from Yerla Medical college along with his team of doctors had visited and examined around 130 students along with supporting and teaching staff of the college. The camp was very informative as it provided information regarding the dental health i.e., Dental cavities, gum disease, enamel loss, preventing clenching etc. the doctors paid utmost attention to each patient thereby helping them overcome their condition and lead a healthy life.
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